SIAM E-Books
LSU Libraries has purchased access to the SIAM e-books collection. This presently includes over 400 books on computational mathematics, control, probability and statistics, and mathematical methods in several natural science fields. This purchase was requested by a Mathematics Department faculty member, weighed against other candidates for one-time expenditure by a library committee, and then chosen.

Citation Analysis!
Below and on the next page are graphs of an interesting citation phenomenon. Mean citations to papers at a later period are roughly linear functions of citations in an earlier period. (W. Glänzel, Scientometrics 40(3): 481-492.) Note graphs do *not* show growth over time. The small number of papers published in Communications on Pure and Applied Mathematics in the 1960s is perhaps a lower limit on emergence of linearity.

Springerlink
LSU Libraries already purchases many monographs in electronic format from Springer. These books appear in Springerlink. Records for these books are also in the LSU Libraries catalog (as are records for mathematics journals and books from all publishers, in both electronic and print formats).
Springerlink has two features worth calling attention to:
- **MyCopy** - When viewing an electronic book in Springer link, you can purchase a print copy of the same book for $24.95. Click "BUY A PRINT COPY (USD 24.95)" just above the picture of the book cover.
- **LaTeX Search** (http://latexsearch.com/) - Searches Springerlink by LaTeX symbol string. Springer claims to have built in some matching of synonymous symbol strings to get the same output for different ways of writing the same LaTeX equation. Your mathematics librarian is curious to know whether this works for you. Please let me know. Aaron Lercher, alercher1@lsu.edu
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